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Letter From The Editor 
Hi to all members… 

I was going to start this letter by complaining about the wet weather but my 
garden is looking much better for it so I don’t think I will. The overcast light is 
great for close up shots and portraits so don’t fret that the sun has been away for 
a while. The next competition is Natural History so the current weather is 
probably not a bad thing. I do encourage you to get out and shoot new photos for 
the competitions instead of just going back through your catalogues. I always try 
and include a couple of shots that were specifically shot for the competition; it 

gets me out and about and using my camera. 

We had some very sad news at the last meeting regarding the passing 
of one of our members Garry James. Garry had achieved some 
wonderful photos with his very own experimental techniques. I’m 
sure I speak for every member in the club when I say the James 
family will be in our thoughts and prayers. 

 

Regards Nik 

Calendar 
5-7th June The Main Artery Queens 
Birthday Exhibition. 10am-4pm Greytown 
Town Centre. For more information visit: 
www.mainartery.co.nz 

19th June Alban Arthan – Celtic 
Celebration.  4pm-10pm Stonehenge 
Aotearoa 

27th June Tui Brewery Day Excursion. 
Travel in comfort on board the stylish Silver 
Fern with your hosts the Tui Brewery Girls. 
Departs Wellington at 7.55am, returning at 
6.38pm. Check Tranz Scenic website for 
other departure times 

Landscape 

Winning Print 

“Lake At Peace” 

By Nik Player 

Landscape - Winning Projected Image 

“Isolation” 

By Emily Burgess 
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To learn more about photography, to 
share your skills and experience or 
simply to enjoy photographic time with 
like-minded people, come to a meeting or 
contact us at  

info@wairarapacameraclub.org 

Meetings start at 7:30 pm on the first 
Tuesday of every month from February 
to November, at the Education Centre 
next to Parkview Motors in Dixon Street, 
Masterton. 

WCC, PO BOX 502, Masterton 

www.wairarapacameraclub.org 

 

All questions, submissions and general 
information regarding this newsletter 
should be made to the Editor, Nik Player.  

nikplayer@me.com 

Club Info 
Competition Results 
Prints 
Looking East   Sid Hayes   M 
Southern Coast   Sid Hayes   HC 
Tornado Cloud   Sid Hayes   M 
Sunrise    Sid Hayes   M 
Shadows    Karen McCosh  HC 
Helmeken   Karen McCosh  M 
Ruamahunga   Karen McCosh  HC 
Pauhautea Sunrise   Karen McCosh  M 
Shaft    Mike Buck  HC 
Ohiwa Sunset   Mike Buck  M 
Tranquillity   Mike Buck  HC 
Dancing Light   Mike Buck  M 
Flying High   Kay Halligan  M 
Evening Glow   Kay Halligan  HC 
Cape Palliser Lighthouse  Kay Halligan  HC 
Ocean Waves   Les Wong   M 
Morning Mist   Les Wong   M 
Rain Coming, Ocean Beach  Les Wong   M 
Rocks and Water   Les Wong   HC 
Onoke Sunset   Lorraine Garrity  M 
Lake at Peace   Nik Player  H Winner 
Green Guardian   Nik Player  HC 
A Splash of Autumn   Nik Player  HC 
Martinborough Sunrise  Nik Player  H 
 
Projected Images 
Akaroa Lighthouse   Kevin Morgan  C 
Mitre Peak   Kevin Morgan  M 
Nelson Lakes   Kevin Morgan  HC 
Waterfall, Milford Sound  Kevin Morgan  C 
Nelson from Above   Kay Halligan  HC 
On Cloud Nine   Kay Halligan  HC 
Sunset    Kay Halligan  C 
Sydney    Kay Halligan  M 
Lake Onoke Shoreline  Jim Graydon  HC 
Mount Maunganui   Jim Graydon  HC 
Tararua #1   John Rhodes  M 
Tararua #2   John Rhodes  M 
Tararua #3   John Rhodes  M 
Tararua #4   John Rhodes  HC 
Hopeless Stream   Kevin Hooper  M 
Mt Travis    Kevin Hooper  M 
The Boot    Kevin Hooper  M 
Turning    Kevin Hooper  C 
Magic Tree   Nik Player  HC 
Martinborough Corn  Nik Player  M 
Splash of Green   Nik Player  M 
Sunset at Lake Ferry  Nik Player  HC 
Hilltop    Lorraine Garrity  M 
Reflections   Lorraine Garrity  M 
Sunset Fire   Lorraine Garrity  M 
UFO’s    Lorraine Garrity  M 
Kenmore    Garry Anderson  H 
Scotch Mist   Garry Anderson  H 
The Mount   Garry Anderson  C 
Waingawa   Garry Anderson  M 
Autumn Valley   Joshua Player  C 
Fenced Off   Joshua Player  M 
Peaks    Joshua Player  C 
Sunrise    Joshua Player  M 
Looking Back   Charmaine Reay  C 
Shades of Blue   Charmaine Reay  M 
Winter Upon Us   Charmaine Reay  A 
Fire    Emily Burgess  M 
Isolation    Emily Burgess  H Winner 
Precipice    Emily Burgess  HC 
Reflections   Emily Burgess  HC 

1  Point   A Accepted 
2  Points C Commended 
3  Points M Merit 
4  Points HC Highly Commended 
5  Points H Honours  
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Overdoing It 

Less is more in post production. 
Try a small amount of an effect 
and add to it. You can always add 
more if you need it. But don’t go 
so far as to make your subject 
unrecognizable. When in doubt, 
leave it out. Always go back to 
your image later on and take a 
second look, you will often find 
that you have overdone something 
and can back it off. 

Using the same effect, preset 
or action 

Presets and actions can give you a 
new look and its good to 
experiment and find new 
techniques and inspiration but 
don’t use the same stuff all the 
time. It gets old quick. Imagine a 
photographer who only used a 
fisheye lens on every single photo! 
Mix it up. Don’t do the same thing 
every single time. 

Over Sharpen 

You can crank up the sharpening 
filter or slider as much as you like, 
but that out of focus shot will 
always be out of focus. Sharpening 
should be applied last and then 
only based on output and size. 
Images require more sharpening 

when they are being printed than 
they do for the screen. If you see 
too much odd noise in your 
images or halos around your 
subjects, You can usually assume 
you’ve over-sharpened. 

Blocking up shadows and 
blowing out highlights 

This is important. Don’t blow out 
the highlights. If you mess with 
the photo until the bright spots in 
the picture lose all detail, or the 
shadows block up, you’ve gone too 
far. There should be detail in the 
shadows (when you expect it) and 
there should be details in the 
highlights (when you expect it.) 

Control these areas before you go 
crazy on the rest of the picture. If 
your shots are consistently blown 
out or blocked up, revisit your 
knowledge of exposure. 

Too many vignettes 

Don’t vignette every picture and 
don’t overdo vignettes making 
them too strong. Don’t use one 
unless you can articulate why 
you’re using it.  Vignettes when 
used properly can add a real 
impact to your images. They force 
the eye to focus on the part of the 
photo that you want to be 
highlighted. They don’t have to be 
central either and can also be just 
on one or two edges of the image. 

Technical Corner 

This month in technical corner we will look 
at the most common mistakes people make 
when processing their photographs in the 
digital darkroom. The image at the top is 
over sharpened and over saturated. The 
image below has been much more 
sympathetically processed! 

Common Mistakes 
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Photography 

Tips 

The Natural History competition is next. This is a formal record of 
natural flora or fauna, in its natural environment.  There should be no 
element that is man made, and does not include pets or domesticated 
animals.  The entire plant or creature must be included and portrayed 
in such a way to give maximal information about the subject. The label 
should include common and scientific name. 

Images submitted for digital projection should have the scientific name included in a text 
file. (Use Notepad in Windows or Text Edit on the Mac) 

 

Natural History 

!   However “wild” children may seem 

they are classed as domesticated 
animals so cannot be entered into the 
competition. 

If you can get your 
subjects to act as 
naturally as 
possible rather 
than posing them 
for the camera it 
will be far more 
convincing       " 

!   Remember some wildlife is dangerous so 

look after yourselves out there. I almost lost a 
whole leg to this wild beast just after snatching 
this pot shot ! 


